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I.   Introduction
Carriers are being denied numbering resources due to disparate interpretations of Intermediate Numbers (INs).  Concerns over how INs are being treated on the Numbering Resource Utilization/Forecast (NRUF) and the impact of INs in the utilization calculation were discussed at the March and May 2002 NANC meetings.  In addition, the Industry Numbering Committee (INC) attempted to add clarifying language to the Months-to-Exhaust (MTE) worksheet under Issue 327 to aid service providers (SPs) in understanding how to handle INs.  However, it became apparent at both the NANC and the INC that there was no uniform understanding of how INs are reported on NRUF and the MTE.  Therefore, a voluntary group of NANC participants agreed to pursue the issue and held several meetings via conference calls.  The objective of this team is to present the findings and any possible recommendations to the NANC.

II.  Definitions
The FCC defined Intermediate Numbers in CFR 47§52.15(f)(1)(v):

Intermediate numbers are numbers that are made available for use by another    telecommunications carrier or non-carrier entity for the purpose of providing telecommunications service to an end user or customer. Numbers ported for the purpose of transferring an established customer’s service to another service provider shall not be classified as intermediate numbers.

There is also a definition of Inventory in CFR 47§52.7(j):
The term “inventory” refers to all telephone numbers distributed, assigned or allocated:
(1)	To a service provider; or
(2)	To a pooling administrator for the purpose of establishing or 
			maintaining a thousands-block number pool.


The definition of Secondary Inventory was established in FCC 00-104, paragraph 20:
Some carriers maintain an intermediate, i.e., secondary inventory of numbering resources for the purpose of providing numbers to other carriers (e.g., resellers) and non-carrier entities (e.g., retail dealers and unified messaging service providers).
 

The recent (June 1, 2002) update to the NRUF Job Aid offers a new slant on at least the reseller/unified messaging aspect of INs.  Within the explanation below is an embedded definition of INs. 
Resold Services
“Resold” services should also be treated like ported numbers, meaning the carrier transferring the service to another carrier or non-carrier entity should classify the numbers as “Assigned” and the numbers should not be counted by the receiving carrier.  These numbers should not be considered intermediate numbers because the intermediate classification only applies to blocks of numbers obtained from or given to another carrier or non-carrier entity for future assignment.  Numbers transferred with resold services already have established customer assignments, and therefore cannot be used for future assignment.

III.   Current Interpretations of Intermediate Numbers

Industry members find the references to Intermediate Numbers and Inventory stated in all three NRO Orders (various paragraphs and CFR rules) to be confusing and conflicting.  To support that contention, both wireline and wireless service providers offer examples of how their companies are treating/reporting INs based on their interpretations of the Orders.  These examples do not reflect a comprehensive set of interpretations across the telecommunications industry.

Interpretation A  

·	INs do not exist because there is only one numbering inventory; the FCC defines INs as a secondary inventory.
·	Numbers used by resellers are not INs because they are pulled from the same inventory and the status of the numbers is known at all times.
·	INs should be removed from the denominator when utilization is calculated for the MTE worksheet. 

Interpretation B 

·	All TNs designated to Type 1 and resellers are considered INs.
·	INs are included in the denominator for utilization for the MTE worksheet.
·	For NRUF, INs are reported with the other provider’s name or OCN.

Interpretation C 

·	All TNs designated to Type 1 providers are considered INs.
·	Numbers used by resellers are not INs because they are pulled from the same inventory and the status of the numbers is known at all times.
·	INs are included in the denominator for utilization on the MTE worksheet.  However, these numbers are not available to end-user customers.
·	For NRUF, INs are reported with the other provider’s name.

Interpretation D 

·	NRUF Reporting – INs are automatically excluded from calculation until the TN is known to be assigned to an end-user customer.
·	U1 Report
·	INs are in the switch of Party B although they were assigned by NANPA/PA to Party A.
·	INs are designated for resellers and are not yet assigned to end-user customers.
·	Once assigned by the reseller, Party A is able to identify the TNs in billing systems and the TNs are then counted as assigned by Party A.
·	The reseller name is noted in the records of Party A.
·	U3 Report
·	INs are those received by Party A from another provider and are part of the other provider’s inventory.  These are reported under the category in which they are used.
·	Name of provider from whom INs are obtained is reported by Party A.
·	Utilization Calculation on MTE Worksheet – INs are not considered part of inventory until they have been assigned to an end-user customer.  Therefore, they are excluded from both numerator and denominator.

Interpretation E 

·	INs are numbers obtained from other providers (as opposed to obtained from NANPA or PA).  
·	Resellers only have INs and there is no further tracking of these numbers.

Interpretation F 

·	If there are only nominal INs, the impact to the utilization threshold is not significant.

Interpretation G

·	INs are removed from the denominator because they are not considered part of inventory. 

Interpretation H

·	INs are not part of available inventory. 
·	INs given to a dealer pool or reseller should be subtracted from both numerator and denominator unless the TN status is known to be ‘Assigned’.
·	INs are to be associated with the recipient’s OCN. 




Using the above interpretations, the following table demonstrates the application of the utilization formula and the various results that are obtained:



















Impacts on Utilization Due To Different Interpretations of Intermediate Numbers










Example:
Service Provider XXXX Has Been Allocated 10,000 TNs By NANPA



3000
TNs are assigned to end users





500
Numbers are used for Resold Services




500
Numbers are set aside for Type 1 Wireless Interconnection or Paging 



6000
TNs Are Available for Assignment 





Interpretation A







Assumptions: 







1: TNs used for Resale are counted as assigned





2: TNs set aside for Type 1 Wireless or Paging are counted as assigned











Utilization Calculation Using Interpretation A






Utilization = 
(3000 + 500+500)
Divided By 
10000
x 100



Utilization = 
40.00





Interpretation B







Assumptions: 







1: TNs used for Resale and Type 1 / Paging are counted as Intermediate



2: Intermediate TNs are included in Denominator but not in Numerator












Utilization Calculation Using Interpretation B






Utilization = 
3000
Divided By 
10000
x 100



Utilization = 
30.00




Interpretation C







Assumptions: 







1: TNs used for Type 1 / Paging are counted as Intermediate




2: TNs used for resale are not Intermediate TNs; They are counted as assigned



3: Intermediate TNs are included in Denominator













Utilization Calculation Using Interpretation C






Utilization = 
(3000+ 500)
Divided By 
10000
x 100



Utilization = 
35.00




Interpretation D







Assumptions: 







1: TNs used for resale or Type 1 / Paging are counted as Intermediate




2: Intermediate TNs are not included in Denominator or Numerator












Utilization Calculation Using Interpretation D






Utilization = 
3000
Divided By 
10000-1000
x 100



Utilization = 
33.33




Interpretation E







Assumptions: 







1: TNs used for resale or Type 1 / Paging are counted as Intermediate




2: Intermediate TNs are not included in Denominator or Numerator












Utilization Calculation Using Interpretation E






Utilization = 
3000
Divided By 
10000-1000
x 100



Utilization = 
33.33
















IV.  Conclusions

·	After hours of discussion, the IMG agreed that the following points capture the main concerns:A clarified definition of INs that is clearly understood by SPs, the NANC, the NANPA, and the FCC would facilitate the derivation of any meaningful information for this sub-category of numbers. 
·	The industry’s best efforts to correctly interpret INs per the NRO Orders result in disparate results that provide questionable benefit to the industry or the FCC.
·	There is confusion over primary versus secondary inventories and carrier versus non-carrier entities.  
·	The industry prefers to treat INs the same for both NRUF and the MTE utilization calculation.  NRUF automatically excludes INs from the denominator of the formula and the MTE should be treated the same.
·	  	It is also noted that the nascent advent of Wireless Number Portability may cause a significant reduction in the number of Type 1 arrangements between carriers.  Therefore, should the IMG’s proposed definition of INs be accepted, the instances of carriers maintaining second inventories would be reduced.     
  

V.   Recommendations for Treatment/Reporting of Intermediate Numbers  (MODIFIED)

1.	Based on statements in FCC 00-104, the IMG recommends this modified definition of INs as a replacement for CFR 47§52.15(f)(1)(v):

Intermediate numbers are included in numbers assigned by the national administrator (NANPA or PA) to a carrier (Party A) that in turn establishes a secondary inventory of numbers dedicated for use by another entity (Party B) responsible for the assignment of the numbers to end-user customers. Therefore, the numbers are not available to Party A for assignment to its end-user customers. 


2.	NRUF - In support of the revised definition above, here are the impacts to NRUF and any recommended changes.

·	Party A would continue to document any intermediate number blocks on NRUF.
·	Party A would continue to identify Party B in the Notes/Assignee field.
·	If Party B does not have an OCN, continue to enter the entity name.
·	CHANGE - If Party B has an OCN, enter only the OCN and not the entity name.  This direction is accomplished via a change to NANPA's NRUF Job Aid.
·	The NRUF calculation that automatically excludes INs should remain as is.

·	Once the FCC clarifies the definition of Intermediate Numbers, monitor two cycles of NRUF reports to determine the quantity of INs in the industry.  This will give an idea of the scope of the issue.  Only then should consideration be given to establishing a percentage threshold of INs in a SP's inventory that warrants further examination by regulators. 



3.  Utilization Calculation on INC MTE Worksheet – The IMG suggests two alternatives and prefers Alternative A.

·	Alternative A  
For the purpose of calculating utilization on the MTE worksheet, Intermediate Numbers should be treated the same as Assigned Numbers.  The SP receiving the resource directly from NANPA designates in internal systems that these TNs are NOT available for assignment to its end-user customers and are NOT available for its own internal use. 

CHANGE needed on INC MTE worksheet.

CHANGE to NRUF - Intermediate Numbers remains a separate category but the embedded NRUF calculation will require modification. 

CHANGE to CFR 47§52.15(g)(3)(ii) utilization calculation - 
The numbering resource utilization level shall be calculated by dividing all assigned numbers and intermediate numbers by the total numbering resources in the applicant’s inventory and multiplying the result by 100.  Numbering resources activated in the Local Exchange Routing Guide (LERG) within the preceding 90 days of reporting utilization levels may be excluded from the utilization calculation.



·	Alternative B 
Intermediate Numbers remains a standalone category and is specifically itemized as being removed from the denominator of the utilization formula. 

CHANGE needed on INC MTE worksheet.

NO CHANGE needed on NRUF.

CHANGE to CFR 47§52.15(g)(3)(ii) utilization calculation - 
The numbering resource utilization level shall be calculated by dividing all assigned numbers by the total numbering resources in the applicant’s inventory minus the intermediate numbers and multiplying the result by 100.  Numbering resources activated in the Local Exchange Routing Guide (LERG) within the preceding 90 days of reporting utilization levels may be excluded from the utilization calculation.

	





The IMG contributes the above information in hopes that the NANC will recommend that the FCC take action to clarify the intended meaning, relevance, and treatment of Intermediate Numbers.
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